Ocular Reconstruction in a Newborn with MOTA Syndrome
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Abstract

Manitoba Oculo-Tricho-Anal (MOTA) syndrome is a rare autosomal-recessive syndrome. Ophthalmic manifestations include hypertelorism, anophthalmos or microphthalmos, and various degrees of cryptophthalmos or eyelid colobomas. Most affected individuals belong to the aboriginal Oji-Cree community of the Island Lake region in northern Manitoba, Canada. We will hereby describe the first case of a newborn with abortive cryptophthalmos due to MOTA syndrome in a Jewish offspring. Eyelid reconstruction was performed by reverse Hughes flap using the foreskin harvested during circumcision, and fornix reconstruction by conjunctival free graft. Functional and aesthetic long-term outcomes are good.
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Introduction

Abortive cryptophthalmos is a rare congenital condition in which a colobomatous eyelid is fused with the cornea. When large enough, this may lead to severe exposure keratopathy, impaired vision and infections. The reconstruction challenge requires addressing both the eyelid deficit and the impaired fornix, and often necessitates prompt intervention and multiple surgeries. Abortive cryptophthalmos can be the manifestation of a congenital syndrome, such as Fraser Syndrome or, as in our case, Manitoba Oculotrichoanal (MOTA) Syndrome. This report describes the first case of a Jewish offspring with MOTA Syndrome, the unique reconstruction that was performed, and long-term follow-up and results.

Report of a case

Figure 1: Abortive cryptophthalmos manifests as bilateral medial upper eyelid coloboma with fibrovascular adhesions between the colobomatous eyelids and the cornea.

Urgent ophthalmologist consultation was called for a baby who had just been born "without eyelids". On examination, bilateral abortive cryptophthalmos and hypertelorism were found. In both eyes, the colobomas involved more than half of the upper eyelids nasally, and a fibrovascular tissue fused the colobomatous eyelid to the cornea (Figure 1). In the right eye the
fibrovascular adhesion was more extended than in the left, and obscured the visual axis. The rest of the ocular examination was normal. Non-ocular pathologies were bifid nose, and the lack of temporal scalp hairline with absence of defined eyebrows (Figure 2a & 2b). The parents were both Jewish, Buchara-origin, second degree cousins with unremarkable medical history. Pregnancy was normal, and routine ultrasound scans were unexceptional. Three older siblings were all healthy, except for one sister with a similar nose shape as the newborn. Genetic testing confirmed the diagnosis of MOTA syndrome for both the newborn and his sister.

The severity of corneal exposure in both eyes called for urgent surgical intervention. Seven days post labor, the baby underwent circumcision and eyelid reconstruction. The adhesions were peeled off the cornea, and eyelid reconstruction was performed by reverse modified Hughes technique with a skin graft taken from the foreskin placed as anterior lamella. The eyes remained covered by the blood-supplying flap pedicle, allowing for vascularization of the posterior flap and anterior graft (Figure 3a). The second stage of the procedure was carried out four weeks later. The eyelids were divided into upper and lower at the level of the reformed upper eyelid margin (Figure 3b). Tenzel semicircular rotation flaps were required in both eyes to allow tension-free closure of upper eyelid defects. Rehabilitation of the left eye was unremarkable. However, the right eye required re-reconstruction of the fornix due to fusion between the bulbar and the palpebral conjunctiva. This was done using free conjunctival graft taken from the inferior bulbar conjunctiva. In the same eye, several consecutive procedures were required in order to peel membranes off the corneas and to release adhesions between the conjunctiva and the extraocular muscles.
Results

During the years, the child was treated with lubricants and aggressive anti-amblyopic treatment. A strabismus operation was performed in right eye in light of severe esotropia due to adhesions. At his last examination, the child is six years old. The eyelids in both eyes maintain good position and contour. The cornea is irregular in the right eye, with vascularized opacifications nasally and centrally, and in the left it is mostly clear except for small superior panus. Visual acuity is hand motion on the right eye, and 6/15 on the left. The refraction in the right eye is impossible to obtain, in the left it is +5.00/+2.50X 50. The right eye is exotropic up to 25 prism diopeters. The child maintains normal cognitive and social development.

Discussion

Manitoba Oculo-Tricho-Anal (MOTA) syndrome was introduced in 1992 as a familial syndrome that affected six siblings of an Indian Oji-Cree family from Manitoba, Canada [1]. Up to date, twenty-nine cases have been described in the medical literature, sixteen of them among the same Indian tribe, and the rest were European or Asian-origin [2-8]. This case was briefly described from a molecular-genetic perspective a few years ago [9]. MOTA syndrome is characterized by ocular manifestations such as hypetelorism, anophthalmos or microphthalmos, and various degrees of unilateral or bilateral cryptophthalmos or coloboma [1,2]. Scalp hair typically extends from the temple region to the ipsilateral affected eye with absence or interrupted eyebrow. Non-ocular abnormalities include bifid nose or wide nose with notched tip, abdominal wall defects such as omphalocele or umbilical hernia, and anal stenosis or anterior displacement [2]. Affected individuals seem to gain normal motor, social and verbal skills, although development may be influenced by visual impairment in cases of severe eye defects [2].

MOTA syndrome is autosomal recessive with variable penetrance, with clinical features present in 50% or more of cases diagnosed. The manifestations and degree of severity vary even among affected members of the same family [2].

The phenotype of MOTA syndrome overlaps with that of Fraser syndrome, but does not share the severe additional facial, renal, auricular and cognitive abnormalities that highlight the latter [9].

The genetic etiology for Fraser syndrome is varied, but is largely caused by mutations in FRAS1 (Fraser Syndrome 1 homolog, chromosome 4) and FREM2 (FRAS1 Related Extracellular Matrix protein, chromosome 13) genes [10]. Both proteins combine with a third protein, FREM1 (FRAS1 Related Extracellular Matrix protein 1, chromosome 9), to form a triplex that takes part in the creation and stabilization of the dermis’ basement membrane in the second week of pregnancy [11]. Loss of function of FREM1 protein was found related to another syndrome, characterized by bifid nose, renal agenesis, and anorectal malformations [12] (BNAR syndrome). The molecular etiology for MOTA syndrome establishes the genetic relation between the three syndromes. MOTA syndrome is also caused by mutations in the gene encoding to FREM1 [6]. In that matter, the phenotypes of Fraser, BNAR and MOTA syndromes are situated on a common spectrum that relates to FRAS-FREM complex disease [6,8].

Treatment of MOTA Syndrome is tailored to the exhibited deformities and ranges from observation to surgical correction. The main concern of congenital upper eyelid colobomas is exposure keratopathy, which may lead to refractive errors and amblyopia, and in severe cases to corneal and ocular infections. The timing and the technique used for the surgical correction of such cases depend on the severity of the defect. Mild cases can be treated conservatively and the surgical correction delayed until the age of 3-4 years, when there is more eyelid tissue available for reconstruction [13,14]. However, when more than one third of the upper eyelid is missing, prompt intervention is usually required [15]. Our patient suffered from abortive cryptophthalmos, also called congenital symblepharon, involving more than half of the upper eyelid. This is a combination of upper eyelid coloboma and corneopalpebral adhesion, while the lower eyelid remains intact [16]. In cases of large eyelid defects such as ours, tarsocconjunctival flap has been reported with good outcome [17,18]. However, eyelid-sharing, two-stage techniques are likely to be required [14,15]. Procedure such as Cutler-Beard, reverse modified Hughes flap, or lower eyelid switch flap obscure the vision for a few weeks, therefore should be considered at the amblyopic age only when their benefit outweighs potential irreversible damage to vision [15]. The use of the prepuce as anterior lamella in eyelid reconstruction has been described in cases of eyelid burns, cicatrical entropion and also in coloboma and cryptophthalmos [18]. The prepuce is a double-layered fold of skin and mucous membrane, and very similar to palpebral skin in thickness [17]. Circumcision, performed traditionally in the Jewish male babies at the age of seven days, provided in our case plenty of tissue available as anterior lamella substance.

Tendency to recurrence of symblepharon dictates special attention to reconstruction and maintenance of the fornices as part of symblepharon correction [19]. Various materials have been used to ensure functional fornices, among which are amniotic membrane [20,21], oral mucous membrane, hard palate or cartilage grafts, synthetic materials such as polytetrafluoroethylene and also autologous conjunctiva [22], as was done in our case. It should be noted that tendency for recurrence of the fibrovascular tissue may lead to adhesions of the extra-ocular muscles and cause strabismus [15], as occured in our case. Management and maintenance of viable conjunctiva and fornices are crucial, as well as strabismus surgery if required.

Conclusions

MOTA syndrome is extremely rare. Only a few affected individuals have been described outside the Oji-Cree tribe, and this is the first case among Jewish population. Severe upper
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eyelid defects comprise a serious challenge for the ophthalmic surgeon. In our case, repair of abortive cryptophthalmos was done using the prepuce harvested during circumcision, as part of reverse modified Hughes flap procedure. To our knowledge, this is the first case described in the literature that uses this combination of techniques, and also the first case to describe the long-term outcome of abortive cryptophthalmos reconstruction. It should be noted that the right eye, in which the abortive cryptophthalmos was more severe at presentation, exhibited a more complex clinical path: a conjunctival autograft was needed to maintain a viable fornix, and a few consecutive surgeries were required to release adhesions and correct strabismus. Reconstruction resulted in viability of ocular structures in both eyes and good cosmetic outcome.
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